
The accumulation of evidence for a compartmental-

ized architecture of the cell nucleus with important func-

tional implications has led to a new research field, called

the 4D nucleome. In 2015 the National Institutes of

Health (NIH) of the United States of America initiated a

4D nucleome program, which “aims to understand the

principles behind the three-dimensional organization of

the nucleus in space and time (the 4th dimension), the

role nuclear organization plays in gene expression and

cellular function, and how changes in the nuclear organ-

ization affect normal development as well as various dis-

eases.” … “How does this architecture contribute to gene

expression regulation? How does nuclear architecture

change over time in the course of normal development?

Do dysfunctional alterations in nuclear organization lead

to disease, and/or could they be used to diagnose dis-

eases?” (https://commonfund.nih.gov/4Dnucleome).

Major contributions to this new and rapidly expand-

ing field have been made by researchers from many coun-

tries. The first 4D Nucleome Workshop was held in June

2013 by scientists from 14 countries in Mainz (Germany),

followed by a second workshop held in December 2014 in
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Abstract—4D nucleome research aims to understand the impact of nuclear organization in space and time on nuclear func-

tions, such as gene expression patterns, chromatin replication, and the maintenance of genome integrity. In this review we

describe evidence that the origin of 4D genome compartmentalization can be traced back to the prokaryotic world. In cell

nuclei of animals and plants chromosomes occupy distinct territories, built up from ∼1 Mb chromatin domains, which in

turn are composed of smaller chromatin subdomains and also form larger chromatin domain clusters. Microscopic evidence

for this higher order chromatin landscape was strengthened by chromosome conformation capture studies, in particular Hi-

C. This approach demonstrated ∼1 Mb sized, topologically associating domains in mammalian cell nuclei separated by

boundaries. Mutations, which destroy boundaries, can result in developmental disorders and cancer. Nucleosomes appeared

first as tetramers in the Archaea kingdom and later evolved to octamers built up each from two H2A, two H2B, two H3, and

two H4 proteins. Notably, nucleosomes were lost during the evolution of the Dinoflagellata phylum. Dinoflagellate chro-

mosomes remain condensed during the entire cell cycle, but their chromosome architecture differs radically from the archi-

tecture of other eukaryotes. In summary, the conservation of fundamental features of higher order chromatin arrangements

throughout the evolution of metazoan animals suggests the existence of conserved, but still unknown mechanism(s) con-

trolling this architecture. Notwithstanding this conservation, a comparison of metazoans and protists also demonstrates

species-specific structural and functional features of nuclear organization.
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We dedicate this review to Stanislav Fakan in recognition

of his pioneering contributions to nuclear architecture

and its implications for nuclear functions
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Hiroshima (Japan). During these workshops a consensus

was reached during these discussions “that, given the

complexity and multi-faceted nature of the problem,

large-scale collaborations amongst laboratories with dis-

tinct and complementary expertise around the world

would be required to solve the nucleome problem” [1].

We still lack a generally accepted model able to integrate

the complex organization and function of the cell nucle-

us into a common theoretical framework.

Studies of complex biological issues have always ben-

efited greatly from an evolutionary context, but little work

has been carried out so far to ascertain this context in the

rising field of the 4D nucleome research. In this review we

recapitulate structural features, which have been consis-

tently noted in eukaryotes, and show that 3D genome

compartmentalization already evolved in the prokaryotic

world. Evidence for certain structural features of nuclear

organization present in the most distant branches of the

evolutionary tree would strongly suggest their profound

and general biological importance, independent of the

question, whether these features date back to the same

evolutionary origin or whether they evolved independently

in different branches of the evolutionary tree. Structures,

which are found only in a distinct part of the tree may have

a more limited, functional significance or no special, func-

tional significance at all. The identification of this evolu-

tionary context has implications for the planning of further

research strategies and paves the way for future molecular

studies of the underlying mechanisms. A brief overview of

issues discussed below is provided in the table.

CHROMOSOME TERRITORIES AND CHROMATIN

DOMAINS FORM CO-ALIGNED ACTIVE

AND INACTIVE NUCLEAR COMPARTMENTS

Chromosomes occupy distinct territories (CTs) in

cell nuclei of animals and plants that are built up from

∼1 Mb chromatin domains (CDs); ∼1 Mb CDs in turn are

composed of smaller chromatin subdomains (subCDs)

and also form larger chromatin domain clusters (CDCs)

(for review see [2-4]). Early microscopic evidence has led

to the proposal of the chromosome territory – interchro-

matin compartment (CT-IC) model (Fig. 1a) [3, 4].

Genome compartmentalization:
– a basic principle of nucleoid and nuclear architecture

Genome compaction:
– co-evolved with molecular crowding;
– helped to protect nucleic acids against damage from cosmic radiation during early evolution;
– was instrumental for proper chromosome segregation

Chromatin domains/topologically associating domains:
– evolution started in the prokaryote world;
– involved evolution of proteins for specific 3D contacts

Nucleosomes:
– tetrameric nucleosomes evolved in Archaea species and preceded the evolution of octameric nucleosomes;
– nucleosomes were lost during dinoflagellate evolution

Features demonstrating the tightly linked evolution of genome structure and function

Fig. 1. a) Chromosome territory – interchromatin compartment model (CT-IC) (adapted from [3, 4]). b) Active nuclear compartment – inac-

tive nuclear compartment (ANC–INC) network model of nuclear organization. For details see text. c) Nuclear landscape shaped by different

chromatin densities in a DAPI-stained female mouse C2C12 cell nucleus (adapted from [5]). Optical stacks from nuclei were recorded with 3D-

structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM). Voxels were attributed to seven classes with increasing DAPI intensities and served as proxies for

increasing chromatin compaction levels (blue: lowest intensities close to background; white: highest chromatin compaction). Left: partial nucle-

us shows a network of chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) pervading the nuclear space with a cluster of constitutive heterochromatin (class 7,

white) and a Barr body (class 6, yellow) adjacent to the nuclear envelope. The inset magnification presents an enlargement of a boxed area (1)

and reveals a shell-like organization of CDCs with compact chromatin (class 6, yellow) in the interior and a peripheral zone of less dense chro-

matin with lower chromatin densities (class 2, purple; class 3, red). d) Interpretation of the nuclear color heat maps: classes 1-3 constitute the

ANC: class 1 (IC) is lined by the perichromatin region (PR) (classes 2 and 3); class 4 presents an intermediate zone; the INC is represented by

classes 5-7. For further details see text and references [6, 7]. e) Left: midplane sections from hematopoietic cell nuclei recorded with 3D-SIM

from a monoblast (top), a monocyte (middle), and a progenitor cell (bottom) with DAPI-stained DNA (gray); scale bars, 2 µm. Additional two-

color immunocytochemistry shows functionally relevant hallmarks. Monoblast nucleus: splicing speckles, which provide essential factors for co-

transcriptional splicing, are immuno-stained with SC35 (green); H3K4me3 (red) is a marker of transcriptionally competent chromatin.

Monocyte nucleus: H3K4me3 (green); RNA polymerase II with serine 5 phosphorylation (Ser5P) (red) is involved in the initiation of tran-

scription. Progenitor cell nucleus: H3K4me3 (green); H3K9me3 (red), a marker of transcriptionally silent chromatin. Magnifications of boxed

areas (scale bars, 0.5 µm) show SC35 stained splicing speckles located within the IC; H3K4me3 and RNA Pol II is seen in the periphery of chro-

matin domain clusters, whereas H3K9me3 is enriched in the CDC interior. Right: quantitative assignments of these hallmarks to the seven DAPI

intensity classes. 3D evaluation of some 12 nuclei was performed for each panel and confirms SC35 stained splicing speckles almost exclusive-

ly in class 1, enrichments of H3K4m3 and RNA Pol II in classes 2 and 3, and H3K9me3 enrichments in classes 6 and 7 (adapted from [8]).
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Essential features of this model have been consis-

tently observed in all cell types studied to date notwith-

standing the fact that major changes of higher order chro-

matin arrangements occur during development and cell

differentiation [9-13]. Furthermore, a remarkable evolu-

tionary conservation of such features could be demon-

strated throughout the evolution of metazoan animals

(see below). Chromatin domains were first considered as

essential structural features by cytologists in the late 19th

century (reviewed in [14]). One hundred years later it was

proposed that transcription is controlled by chromatin

packaging (reviewed in [15]). Domains with inactive

genes arguably possess a compact structure, which hin-

ders or even prevents the access of large macromolecules

and protein complexes, while domains with active genes

have an unfolded configuration and are easily accessible

[16, 17]. A recent, more refined version of the CT-IC

model integrates current knowledge of the structural

organization of the cell nucleus into a framework of two

structurally and functionally intertwined compartments,

the active nuclear compartment (ANC) and the inactive

nuclear compartment (INC) [6] (Fig. 1b). The ANC-

INC model argues that the nucleus carries two spatially

co-aligned, active and inactive nuclear compartments.

The inactive compartment (INC) is composed of com-

pact CDs located in the interior of CDCs and enriched

with epigenetic marks for silent chromatin. In conven-

tional terminology the INC may be considered as a part

of the facultative heterochromatin. The active compart-

ment (ANC) is formed by the IC together with less com-

pacted, transcriptionally competent CDs located at the

periphery of CDCs.

Seminal electron microscopic studies, pioneered by

Wilhelm Bernhard and colleagues [18], combined with

ultrastructural immuno-cytochemical analyses, demon-

strated for the first time a clustering of the 3D genome

into chromatin aggregations pervading the nuclear space

and revealed a zone of transcriptionally active chromatin,

called the perichromatin region (PR) (for reviews see [19-

21]). Stan Fakan and colleagues first demonstrated that

transcription and DNA replication are preferentially per-

formed within the PR [22, 23]. In the terminology of the

CT-IC model, the PR lines the IC and is enriched in cod-

ing and regulatory sequences of genes and epigenetic

marks for transcriptionally active chromatin and serves as

the major, though not exclusive nuclear subcompartment

for transcription, DNA replication and repair. Interphase

chromatin shows continuous, locally constrained move-

ments [24, 25]. Initial evidence suggests movements of

coding and regulatory sequences between the periphery

and interior of CDCs depending on their transcriptional-

ly active and silent state [26]. Rather than just a residual

space between CDs, we consider the IC as a functional

nuclear compartment of its own, which serves three func-

tional requirements: 1) IC-channels allow facilitated

movements of mRNPs along IC-channels toward the

nuclear pores; 2) they provide preferential routes for

functional proteins, such as transcription factors (TFs)

entering the nuclear interior towards their DNA binding

sites; 3) they allow a rapid intranuclear distribution of

factors stored within nuclear bodies, as well as of regula-

tory, noncoding RNAs from sites were such RNAs are

synthesized to sites where such factors and RNAs are

needed. Compelling evidence for or against this hypothe-

sis has not been provided to date.

For quantitative, microscopic analyses of the higher

order chromatin landscape a procedure was developed

with our colleague Volker Schmid based on the recording

of 3D image stacks from nuclei stained with an appropri-

ate DNA-specific fluorophore, e.g., DAPI, with struc-

tured illumination microscopy (SIM) and quantitative

3D image analysis [7]. SIM is a method of super-resolved

fluorescence microscopy with a lateral resolution of

~100 nm and an axial resolution of ~300 nm.

Bioinformatic tools allow the quantitative assessment of

highly resolved 3D chromatin compaction levels in indi-

vidual cell nuclei, which reflect functionally different

regions [7]. Measured DNA densities serve as a proxy for

differences in chromatin compaction. Figure 1c shows a

heat map of a single SIM section through a mouse

(C2C12) cell nucleus, where class 1 (blue) corresponds to

the IC, whereas classes 2-7 classes reflect increasing

chromatin compaction levels. These measurements sug-

gest a layered organization of CDCs with CDs of higher

compaction (classes 5-7) representing the INC located in

the CDC interior, whereas CDs with less densely com-

pacted chromatin (classes 2 and 3) line the IC as a part of

the ANC (Fig. 1d). As examples for the application of this

approach, Fig. 1e shows SIM sections through DAPI-

stained nuclei from three human hematopoietic cell

types, a monoblast (top), a monocyte (middle), and a

progenitor cell (bottom) [8]. Prior to 3D SIM two color

immuno-cytochemistry was used to stain SC35 (green), a

marker for splicing speckles, and H3K4me3 (red), a

marker for transcriptionally competent chromatin in the

monoblast nucleus, RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II)

(red) and H3K4me3 (green) in the monocyte nucleus,

and H3K4me3 (green) together with H3K9me3, a mark-

er for transcriptionally silent chromatin (red) in the pro-

genitor cell nucleus. 3D quantitative image analysis at

each stage of differentiation demonstrates a strong

enrichment of SC35-labeled splicing speckles within the

IC. H3K4me3 shows a relative enrichment in the ANC

(classes 2 and 3) and a relative depletion in the INC

(classes 5-7). In contrast, H3K9me3 was relatively

enriched in the INC, but depleted in the ANC. These fea-

tures were observed in other normal cell types from sever-

al mammalian species (human, mouse, cattle) as well,

including cells from bovine preimplantation embryos [27,

28], although nuclei of these cell types varied strongly

with respect to size, shape, global chromatin arrange-

ments, width of the largest IC-channels, and nuclear
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envelope invaginations. Remarkably, cancer cell nuclei

also retain typical features of the ANC-INC organization

despite profound differences between the morphology of

cancer and normal cell nuclei with respect to shape, size,

and chromatin texture, which have long been used for

diagnostic purposes [29, 30]. In summary, these findings

hint to the evolutionary conservation and functional

importance of the ANC and INC at least in mammals.

TOPOLOGICALLY ASSOCIATING DOMAINS

AND BOUNDARIES

Microscopic evidence for this higher order chro-

matin landscape was strengthened by chromosome con-

formation capture experiments (reviewed in [31, 32]).

This ingenious molecular approach is based on the iden-

tification of DNA–DNA “contact” frequencies in cis and

trans and was first described by Job Dekker and col-

leagues [33]. Subsequent improvements of this approach

(in particular Hi-C [34]; for review see [35]) allowed for

the first time genome-wide studies of contact frequencies

and demonstrated topologically associating domains

(TADs) with a DNA content of ∼1 Mb in mammalian cell

nuclei, separated by boundaries [36, 37]. In line with

~1 Mb CDs, subCDs, and CDCs, ~1 Mb TADs contain

smaller subTADs and also form larger chromatin com-

plexes, called metaTADs [38]. Notwithstanding the

apparent relationship between microscopically observed

CDs and TADs, it must be emphasized that the organiza-

tion of TADs with a best “resolution” of about 1 kb [39]

is based on contact frequencies measured in millions of

cells. Recently, it has become possible to carry out Hi-C

of single cell nuclei [40-43], but this approach suffers

from a very limited resolution [44]. Hi-C has provided the

major advantage to assign chromatin modifications and

architectural proteins identified along the linear DNA

sequence directly to the 3D TADs [45, 46]. For example,

DNA sequence motifs required for the binding of the

architectural protein CTCF are enriched at TAD bound-

aries [47]. Another architectural protein, cohesin, acts as

a molecular motor in chromatin loop formation [48], loss

of cohesin prevents loop formation [49]. Structural vari-

ants (deletions, duplications, and inversions) that elimi-

nate boundaries can lead to the formation of neoTADs

with pathological interactions between enhancers and

genes, resulting in malformations [50, 51] and cancer [52,

53]. In the near future, we expect the publication of many

more examples that demonstrate the importance of

pathological 3D chromatin structures affecting the regu-

latory genome landscape in a large variety of health

issues. Clusters of evolutionarily conserved noncoding

elements (CNEs) coincide with boundaries of TADs in

humans and Drosophila [54]. The evolution of higher

order chromatin landscapes with TADs and boundaries

dates back to the origin of bilateralia, revealing a regula-

tory architecture conserved over hundreds of millions of

years [55].

Details of the higher order chromatin landscape,

such as the average size of TADs, vary between species

that are more remote from each other in the evolutionary

tree [54, 56]. In plants some species, e.g., rice, show a dis-

tinct TAD-pattern [57], whereas TADs are not an obvious

feature of Arabidopsis nuclei [57, 58]. Far from being

exhaustive, these few hints emphasize remarkable inter-

species differences of chromatin landscapes (see also

below).

EVOLUTIONARILY CONSERVED

3D ARRANGEMENTS OF GENE-DENSE

AND GENE-POOR CHROMATIN

The nonrandom radial location of gene-poor chro-

matin at the nuclear periphery and gene-rich chromatin

within the nuclear interior was first observed in human

cell types [59-62]. Subsequent studies demonstrated that

this organization is an evolutionarily conserved feature of

the 3D nuclear landscape. The gene-dense human chro-

mosome 19 (HSA19), for example, is typically located in

the interior of human cell nuclei, whereas the gene-poor

HSA18 has a peripheral location [62, 63]. Despite major

evolutionary changes of primate karyotypes, the same

preferential internal or peripheral location was observed

for orthologous segments in other primate species [64].

Moreover, syntenic regions of HSA19 have been assigned

to gene-dense chicken microchromosomes, located in

the nuclear interior, whereas syntenic regions of HSA18

have been assigned to gene-poor chicken macrochromo-

somes 2 and Z, located at the nuclear periphery [65].

These observations support an evolutionary conservation

of nonrandom radial chromatin arrangements for at least

300 million years. A study of the nuclear architecture of

the polyp Hydra, which belongs to the earliest metazoan

phylum separated from mammals by at least 600 million

years, revealed CTs with striking similarities to the repli-

cation labeling patterns in mammalian nuclei [66]. These

patterns reflect a persistent nuclear arrangement of early,

mid-, and late replicating chromatin foci. The conserva-

tion of fundamental features of higher order chromatin

arrangements throughout the evolution of metazoan ani-

mals suggests the existence of conserved, but still

unknown mechanism(s) controlling this architecture.

Evidence for chromosome territories and chromatin

domains in animal cell nuclei has triggered a wealth of

studies in plant nuclei [67-76]. A detailed comparison of

the findings on nuclear organization in animal and plant

species is beyond the scope of this review. Suffice it to say

that the literature describes structural features common

to all animals and plants studied to date, such as CTs and

chromatin domains, despite a great deal of structural

diversity between species. This is what one would expect
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for 4D nucleomes of species adapted to an enormous

variety of ecological niches. A recent review on the effects

of light on nuclear architecture in plants provides a case

in point of special functional needs of plant species [77].

Light regulates many aspects of plant development, and

photoreversible changes in nuclear organization correlate

with transcriptional regulation patterns.

The mammalian retina provides an example for the

evolutionary impact of light on the nuclear architecture

of photoreceptor cells [13, 78]. Rod nuclei of diurnal reti-

nas possess the typical architecture of mammalian cell

types with euchromatin residing in the nuclear interior

and significant amounts of heterochromatin situated at

the nuclear periphery. Rod nuclei of retinas from mam-

malian species with a nocturnal life style, however, show

an inverted pattern, where nearly all constitutive and fac-

ultative heterochromatin localizes in the interior, where-

as euchromatin in association with nascent transcripts

and the splicing machinery, lines the nuclear border [13,

79, 80]. Computer simulations have indicated that rod

nuclei with the inverted pattern act as collecting lenses,

which help to channel light efficiently toward the light-

sensing rod outer segments [13, 81, 82]. This hypothesis

was supported by evidence that the mass of centrally

localized heterochromatin has a higher refractive index

compared with the less compacted nuclear periphery.

Profound changes of rod cell nuclear architecture in mice

occur during the postnatal terminal differentiation of

rods, but it is not clear whether light is necessary as a

direct stimulus or whether these changes would also occur

in the absence of light. The latter hypothesis is supported

by the fact that these changes are already under way

before a newborn mouse opens its eyes. Rod cell nuclear

architecture provides a prominent example for a global

nuclear reorganization that occurs during postmitotic ter-

minal differentiation to facilitate specialized functions.

Some other pertinent examples concern changes of

nuclear architecture, including heterochromatin cluster-

ing, during terminal differentiation of Purkinje cells [12],

mouse myoblasts [10], and Drosophila wing cells [83].

Many others might be detected in future studies.

A layer of constitutive peripheral heterochromatin

beneath the nuclear lamina has been noted in a wide vari-

ety of animal and plant nuclei. In animal cell nuclei this

layer is formed by transcriptionally repressed chromatin

regions, termed lamina-associated domains (LADs) [84,

85]. Although less well studied so far in plant cells, a

recent report demonstrates a similar chromatin organiza-

tion at the nuclear periphery of Arabidopsis thaliana

nuclei [86]. The identified chromatin domains are

enriched with silenced protein-coding genes, transpos-

able element genes, and heterochromatic marks. Unlike

LADs in animals, however, these domains are neither

gene-poor nor A/T-rich. Why a nuclear subcompartment

with largely repressed genes evolved at the nuclear

periphery is not clear. At face value such an organization

does not seem obvious as an advantageous evolutionary

adaptation. The positioning of most or all transcription-

ally active genes in the nuclear periphery would provide

much shorter routes for transcription factors to their tar-

get genes and for messenger RNAs to nuclear pores. Rod

cell nuclei described above provide a case in point that

such an organization is functionally possible, but this

organization may come at a cost.

In 1975 T. C. Hsu hypothesized that constitutive

peripheral heterochromatin beneath the nuclear lamina

provides a shield that may protect central euchromatin

from chemical mutagens and X-ray radiation [87]. Using

immunofluorescence with antibodies specific for single-

and double-strand breaks (SSB and DSBs), the Bickmore

group [88] performed a microscopic analysis of the

nuclear distribution of such breaks following hydrogen

peroxide treatment or UV-C irradiation of cell cultures.

Contrary to the expectation of the bodyguard hypothesis,

the authors detected even an excess of damage in the

nuclear interior. In contrast, another recent study pre-

sented evidence in human melanoma and lung squamous

cell carcinoma cohorts “that the nuclear periphery, com-

pared with the core, had a larger mutation burden and

also displayed mutation signatures consistent with greater

exposure to external mutagens” [89]. Still other data also

support a protective role of peripheral heterochromatin

(for review see [90]).

Whether a bodyguard of peripheral heterochromatin

shields nuclear DNA against reactive oxygen species

(ROS) seems even less certain. ROS are permanently pro-

Fig. 2. a) Timeline from the beginning of life to the present time (adapted from [96]). b) Life presumably started some 4 billion years ago in

hydrothermal vents or land-based volcanic hot springs. LUCA, last universal common ancestor. Image adapted from [111, 112]. c) Image of

a cell nucleus from the dinoflagellate Prorocentrum micans recorded by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) of DNA-bound Ca2+ [113].

Dinoflagellate chromosomes lack nucleosomes and persist as compact entities during interphase (image adapted from [113]). d) Liquid crys-

tal model of dinoflagellate chromosome architecture: chromosomes are organized as a stack of flat liquid crystals in which a single DNA fila-

ment is packed in zig-zag with a cholesteric organization. Image adapted from [113]. e) Mechanism of HCc3-induced DNA condensation.

Left: DNA strand represented by a green line. HCc3, a DNA-binding protein, forms a dimer and is in equilibrium as a free solution form and

DNA-bound form. Middle: at high HCc3 concentration, a single DNA strand may acquire multiple molecules of HCc3 dimers. Right: inter-

actions between multiple “seeding” points result in a condensed, network-like pattern. Image adapted from [114]. f) Higher order organiza-

tion of the 4.2 Mb sized nucleoid of Bacillus subtilis. Arrows point to high density regions (HDRs), which are surrounded by less dense chro-

matin at the nucleoid periphery. Image adapted from [115]. g) 3D reconstruction of the B. subtilis chromosome calculated from Hi-C data.

The chromosome is represented as a chain of beads (1 bead = 4 kb). The color-coding of the beads reflects their linear genomic position along

the chromosome. Image adapted from [115].
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duced in mitochondria but are short-lived and typically

move only over very short distances (up to a few hundred

nanometer) until they react with other proteins, lipids,

and ribonucleic acids, including mtDNA [91, 92]. At this

point the validity of Hsu’s bodyguard hypothesis remains

an open question. The ANC-INC model (Fig. 1b) may

partly explain the preference of the induction of DSBs in

active chromatin [93] if we assume that DNA-breaking

substances, which enter through nuclear pores, may pref-

erentially follow IC channels. In this case these sub-

stances would first reach active chromatin exposed in the

PR.

COMPARTMENTALIZATION:

A PRINCIPLE OF GENOME ORGANIZATION

WITH DIFFERENT EVOLUTIONARY SOLUTIONS

Life’s still unfolding story of chance and necessity,

luck and disaster, has been a topic of intense debate in

evolution biology. The evolutionary origin of life started

some 3.8 billion (3.8·109) years ago, likely in hydrother-

mal vents or land-based volcanic hot springs [94-96] (Fig.

2, a and b). The origin of eukaryotes has been dated some

2 billion years ago with evolutionary roots reaching back

to the origin of archaea. In addition, endosymbiosis with

certain bacteria played an important role in the evolution

of eukaryotes [96, 97]. Mitochondria and chloroplasts

have remained as telling evidence of such endosymbiotic

events. Nucleosomes appeared first as tetramers in the

Archaea kingdom [98, 99] and later evolved to the

octamers typical for Eucarya built up from two H2A, two

H2B, two H3, and two H4 proteins [100].

Nuclear architecture of single cell eukaryotes. The

evolution of the wide range of metazoans started with the

emergence of single cell eukaryotes or protists. Present-

day Protista constitute an extremely diverse group of

eukaryotic microorganisms with respect to both genome

and nuclear size. Each of them passed through a complex

evolutionary history of its own. It is currently not known

to which extent all protists share features of the spatial

organization of mammalian cell nuclei. Alternatively, it

seems possible that evolution “found” different solutions

for functional nuclear architectures (see the case of

dinoflagellates below). Within single cell eukaryotes,

nuclear architecture has been extensively studied in yeast.

Among the more than 1000 described yeast species the

fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe and the budding

yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae can be easily grown in the

laboratory and have been studied extensively. A recent

Hi-C study of the 3D organization of the fission yeast

genome demonstrated condensin-mediated TADs. TADs

form larger units of 300 kb-1 Mb during mitosis, which

gradually diminishes during interphase [101].

Intra- and inter-chromosomal interaction patterns

based on genome-wide chromosome conformation cap-

ture studies were also determined for budding yeast and

led to the proposal of a multi-chromosome constrained

self-avoiding chromatin model [102]. Chromosome

painting of fission yeast revealed chromosome territories

[103]. Overlap between CTs is cell cycle dependent and

becomes largest during S-phase. CT structure is signifi-

cantly compromised by condensin mutations. Pioneering

studies of the 4D structure and function of the S. cerevisi-

ae genome have been performed by Susan Gasser and

collaborators [104, 105]. While these studies indicate evo-

lutionarily conserved mechanisms in the compartmental-

ization and function of yeast and mammalian genomes,

they also point to profound differences. The about 1000-

fold smaller volume of a yeast nucleus results in profound

differences of the necessary extent of chromatin motion

of two loci with a functional need to meet in either a

mammalian or budding yeast nuclei [106]. Homologous

DSB repair provides a case in point. It requires the pair-

ing of a damaged DNA sequence with its intact, homolo-

gous counterpart. In case of a DSB formed in a single

copy sequence, one needs to take into account that

homologous CTs are often widely separated in a mam-

malian cell nucleus (diameter ca. 10 µm). To overcome

this separation in order to allow pairing of intact and

damaged sequences located in homologous CTs would

require an elaborate mechanism. Under which conditions

and to which extent CTs can undergo large scale move-

ments in somatic mammalian cell types is still a contro-

versial issue. Constraints of CT movements may explain

why homologous DSB repair does not take place during

G1 in contrast to the yeast nuclei (diameter 1-2 µm),

where damaged and intact homologous sequences can

readily sample the entire nuclear space in search for

homologous pairing during the entire interphase. In

mammalian cell nuclei a situation fit for a homologous

search occurs only after replication of a given chromatin

domain. The fact that the resulting sister CDs can be sep-

arated by a few hundred nanometers [107, 108] implies

major unsolved problems, how sister CDs can move

together, decondense, allow pairing of intact and dam-

aged homologous sequences, and finally recombine. A

necessity for such movements was demonstrated in yeast

nuclei [109, 110].

Dinoflagellates – chromatin without nucleosomes.

Notably, nucleosomes were lost during the evolution of

the Dinoflagellata phylum, its >2000 species represent

one of the largest groups of marine eukaryotes.

Dinoflagellates carry large genomes (2-200 pg) distrib-

uted in many chromosomes, which remain permanently

condensed chromosomes during the entire cell cycle

(Fig. 2c). Due to the absence of nucleosomes, chromo-

some architecture is radically different from the architec-

ture of other eukaryotes [113, 116] (Fig. 2d). HCc pro-

teins, a family of DNA-binding proteins with homologies

to bacterial and eukaryotic histone H1, are involved in

chromatin compaction [117] (Fig. 2e).
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Bacterial nucleoids. Studies of bacterial nucleoids

demonstrate the presence of genome compartmentaliza-

tion in bacteria and archaea species [118-122]. For exam-

ple, Fig. 2f shows the 3D reconstruction of a DAPI-

stained, 4.2 Mb sized nucleoid of Bacillus subtilis record-

ed with 3D SIM. This reconstruction reveals a nucleoid

landscape with about 20 chromosomal interaction

domains (CDRs) ranging in size from 50 to 300 kb, which

form high density regions (HDRs) surrounded by less

dense chromatin at the nucleoid periphery [123].

Notably, the nucleoid landscape of B. subtilis showed the

same 3D configuration when the nucleoid was visualized

with GFP-tagged nucleoid-binding protein HBsu.

Figure 2g provides the 3D chromosome structure of B.

subtilis calculated from Hi-C data [115]. Further studies

are required in order to explore whether the 3D configu-

ration of bacterial nucleoids and of CDs and CDCs show

similarities to an extent that argues for a common evolu-

tionary origin of certain structural features. Notably, the

circular DNAs present in mitochondria and chloroplasts,

respectively, have maintained the nucleoid organization

of their prokaryotic ancestors [124], emphasizing again

the importance of a compact genome organization

throughout evolutionary times.

Chromatin compaction – maintenance of genome

integrity. We do not know why the evolution of genomes

with increasing size was associated early on with a com-

partmentalized, compact architecture in both prokary-

otes and eukaryotes. But it seems reasonable to argue that

genome structure and function have been tightly linked

from the first (proto)cells to the rich variety of today’s

species. Based on experimental evidence that chromatin

compaction protects genomic DNA from radiation dam-

age, Hideaki Takata and colleagues suggested that

genomic DNA compaction plays an important role in

maintaining genomic integrity [125]. Taking into account

a lack of sophisticated repair mechanisms during the early

evolution of genomes, further studies of this hypothesis

seem of great interest. 
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